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Pneumatic System Design Considerations
Pneumatic systems as a whole can be simple, but this simplicity can be deceptive when it 
comes to selecting components. For instance, there are thousands of types, sizes, and  
variations of cylinders and valves, from off-the-shelf versions to custom designs. The sheer 
number of choices can be overwhelming, especially when options such as sensors are added 
to the mix. So how do you know what is right for your application? Since every application is 
different, that’s a hard one to answer. But the following section discusses a few considerations 
that can be helpful when selecting the right components for your pneumatic system. And tak-
ing the time to choose the right components for the job will ensure good performance, lower 
expenses, improve cycle rates, and prolong equipment life.

Compressed Air Supply
Adequate sizing of compressors and feed lines is the first place to start to ensure proper system 
operation. Consistent plant air pressure with suitable flow allows pneumatic devices to operate 
as designed, as low or varying air pressure can negatively impact the final product and overall 
machine sequence. For example, a manufacturing plant was experiencing low air pressure in its 
facility at the end of the day shift, causing one of the machines to fault due to low air pressure 
in its pneumatic actuation system. The problem was found to be high-volume air consumers 
nearby, namely blow guns being used to clean machines at the end of each day. Insufficient 
capacity at the air compressor, or undersized plant air supply tubing and piping is a common 
issue and one to look out for. If air consumption is a major concern for your factory, check out 
our Interactive Air Consumption Calculator at http://go2adc.com/airco.
 

Air Flow Control
Once consistent and correct pneumatic system air pressure and flow is established, plant supply 
air should be connected to a manual, lockable air dump valve at each use point. This lockout, 
tag-out capability is important for isolating a machine—or a module of a large machine—for 
changeover, maintenance or tooling changes. A filter regulator should also be installed at the 
air dump valve. The filter removes dust particles and water that can cause wear and operation 
problems for pneumatic system components. A regulator is required to throttle to the design 
air pressure at the use point, typically 60 to 90 psi, as the plant air supply is usually higher, about 
100 to 130 psi. Operating at the design pressure as opposed to plant pressure will reduce wear 
on pneumatic components.

An electric soft start valve down-
stream of the regulator allows air 
pressure to gradually increase at start-
up, preventing sudden banging or 
slamming of cylinders at power up. 
This is especially important if 4-way,  
2-position valves are used because 
a 2-position valve spool maintains 
its position after power off and the  
removal of air. When power and air 
is reapplied, air will return to the  
cylinder. If all air was exhausted, no air is  
available on the other side of the  
cylinder. This makes speed control with 
flow controls non-functional. The un-
controlled speed of the cylinder could 
cause a high-speed stroke, commonly 
ending with a bang. When soft start 
valves are correctly applied, a machine 
will typically return to its home position 
slowly and smoothly at power up.

Lubricators should be used sparingly and only when necessary. Most modern pneumatic com-
ponents come lubricated from the factory and do not need oil. However, pneumatic motors 
on air tools and other equipment do require a lubricator and one should be supplied in these 
instances.
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Cylinder Types
Pneumatic cylinders are a popular way to clamp, position and transfer parts in auto-
mated equipment and although there are many types of cylinders, their construction is 
fairly similar from one to another. Take a moment and review the Pneumatic Cylinders 
article (at http://go2adc.com/airbasics) to get a basic understanding of what cylinders 
are and how they operate. Understanding the basics helps to know how different appli-
cations affect the cylinder and piston rod.

The first step in choosing a cylinder is deciding whether to use the single- or 
double-acting version. Single-acting cylinders use compressed air to move 
the load in one direction and double-acting cylinders use compressed 
air for movement in both directions. With single-acting cylinders, air is  
supplied to only one side of the piston and a spring (or, in some cases, gravity)  
returns the piston to its original position once air pressure is removed. And while double-acting  
cylinders use more air (both for the extend and retract), they are well suited for loads that  
require both pushing and pulling.

In both cases, force calculations can get complicated. In single-acting cylinders with a 
spring, the spring force opposing the push or pull increases as the stroke progresses. And in  
double-acting cylinders, push and pull forces are not equal, as rod area must be accounted 
for in force calculations. Often, manufacturers’ catalogs will list push and pull values for both 
double-acting and single-acting cylinders, with and without springs, in order to simplify these 
calculations and help with selecting the proper cylinder type. Take a look at our  Interactive 
Cylinder Bore Calculator at http://go2adc.com/borecalc.

 Cylinder Sizing
The load is the primary consideration when determining cylinder type and piston size.  
The piston area (force factor) multiplied by the air pressure in the cylinder gives the available 
force. A general rule is to select a force factor that will produce a force 25% greater than the 
load to help compensate for friction and losses. Pneumatic systems are quite forgiving in terms 
of oversizing, but using components that are too big adds unnecessary expenses in terms of 
both purchase price and energy consumption.
The bore size (force factor) determines force at a given pressure. The operating pressure, 
which in a plant can typically range from 10 to 150 psi, is the first consideration when  
selecting a bore size. The next step in choosing the bore size is the amount of force that 
the application requires. Suppliers often provide charts to assist with calculating bore size.  

Interactive Cylinder Bore Calculator:

  Minimum Bore Required (inches) = 3.78 = 

  Next largest NITRA cylinder available: 4 inch
  Next largest NITRA metric cylinder : 4 inch

4 x        900                     Enter Force Required (lbs)

    x 80 PSI                     Select System Pressureπ s

s
s

Compact

ISO 15552

NFPA Tie Rod

Rotary Actuator

Guided Rod

Gripper

Round Body
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If the bore diameter is between sizes, fluid-power experts recommend rounding up to the 
next size. It’s also important to remember the bore diameter squares the thrust delivered.  
For example, a two-inch diameter cylinder has four times the power of a one-inch diameter 
unit. Therefore, doubling the bore quadruples the thrust.

In addition to load, designers must also take into account the speed at which the load will 
move. When compressed air flows through a system, there are pressure losses due to  
friction against the tube wall, flow around bends, and restrictions in valves and fittings (to name  
a few issues). Higher speeds result in greater pressure loss as the air must flow faster through 
the valves, tubing and ports. Attaining higher speeds also requires that the cylinder deliver 
more force in a shorter amount of time. A force that exceeds the load by 50% or more may be 
required to reliably move a load at high speeds. For example, a typical air compressor might 
supply air to a system at 100 psi. In an application with a slow-moving load, the actual pressure 
available at the piston might be reduced to no less than 90 psi. With that same load moving  
at a much faster rate, the available pressure could drop as low as 70 psi.

Pressure losses can be remedied by increasing pressure, but this must be done with caution: 
Too much pressure creates stress on the cylinder and could possibly damage the cylinder,  
as well as the load. In these instances, it’s better to go with a larger cylinder. Also keep in mind 
that raising system pressure means the compressor must work harder, increasing energy  
consumption of the overall pneumatic system.

Cylinder Accessories
Even when a cylinder is sized properly, it may stroke 
too fast and require use of a flow control, typically by 
controlling flow of air leaving the cylinder. This also  
reduces noise problems caused by cylin-
ders banging and reduces rapid exhaust  
racket. These flow controls are typically mounted di-
rectly to the cylinder, but can also be mounted in-
line near the cylinder, or at the valve if the tubing lenth 
 between the valve and cylinder is less than about  
3 feet. Specifying cylinders with built-in cushions can  
help provide long-term performance in high-speed  

pneumatic motion applications. The cushions allow a cylinder to stroke at high speed and only 
slow down near the end of stroke for a quiet, low-impact stop. Adjustable pneumatic cushions 
are often the best solution, comprised of specially designed end caps with built-in flow controls.  
Mufflers can also be used to quiet cylinder or valve exhaust noise, and they are often a simple 
and low -cost solution.

Cylinder position switches are extremely helpful in sequencing operations and prevent  
starting the stroke of one cylinder before the previous cylinder’s stroke is complete.  
Using timers to control a sequence instead of position sensors should be avoided in this and most 
cases. One stuck or slow cylinder during an automated sequence can cause a machine crash, 
costing much more than the cost of buying, installing and programming end-of-stroke sensors.

These are just a few of the many 
items to consider when designing a  
successful pneumatic system. Other 
factors, such as energy efficiency, can 
affect overall system design as well.  
But regardless of the design, 
watch out for the common  
issues and always be sure to supply,  
prep and distribute the air  
properly. When properly applied, your 
pneumatic devices and actuators will 
have a long life with limited operational 
issues along the way, and with minimal 
required maintenance.

Control Valves
Once the cylinders are selected, you should now have a good idea of the flow rate and pressure  
of compressed air needed. With this information, you can select control valves. Items to 
consider in valve selection are size (flow capacity), type and actuation method.

(Cylinder sizing cont.)

Valves

Flow Control 
Valves
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Valve Type
Choosing the right type of valve for the job required is not as difficult as it may seem.  
For cylinder control, the simplest method is to use a 3 way valve for a single-acting cylinder 
and a 4-way valve for a double-acting cylinder. Systems can be much more complex if needed, 
but let’s focus on a basic system for now. The form factor of the valve can vary a great deal 
and many people have a variety of preferences. It’s usually best to make sure the valve has the 
needed performance characteristics before locking into a particular form factor.

Valve Sizing
Once the function of the valve has been determined, look at the required flow  
capacity. The usual first step is to use the air cylinder bore, stroke and cycle rate to determine 
a flow rate in standard cubic feet per minute (SCFM). Many valve suppliers will list a flow rate 
at a particular inlet pressure and pressure drop. Others will list this value as a factor Cv, which 
has no units. For a more thorough explanation, check out our Interactive Cv Calculator at  
http://go2adc.com/cvcalc. A simple thing to remember is that a larger Cv value will allow 
a higher flow rate of air through the valve. Key points to remember in valve sizing are that  
undersized valves may restrict flow and not allow a system to work properly. Oversized valves 
often cost more and will use more air. Keep in mind that air consumption is a major portion  
of the expense for a pneumatic system.

If air consumption is a major concern for your factory, check out our Interactive Air  
Consumption Calculator at http://go2adc.com/airco.

Valve Actuation
How will the valves be operated? Manual valves could be push button, lever or foot pedal  
activated. The more common method is to use electric solenoids to operate the valve.  
Solenoids are available in a variety of both AC and DC voltage ratings to fit just about any 
need. Match the solenoids up with your electrical control system. In less common situations, 
an air piloted valve may be required. When air pressure is applied to a pilot port, the valve 
switches. This is a good way to switch very large valves while using very little electrical power –  
use a small solenoid valve to send air to the pilot port of the large valve.

AutomationDirect.com has a full lineup  
of pneumatic products to help in your  
applications. All in-stock, priced right,  

and ready to ship today!
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Energy Efficient Pneumatic Systems
Reducing energy consumption is a priority in almost every manufacturing plant and  
industrial facility, as no company can afford to throw money away using machines  
and processes that waste energy. Because pneumatic systems are abundant throughout  
manufacturing and account for a large share of a plant’s power costs, it is extremely important 
that they run efficiently.

Unfortunately, many users have the mindset that pneumatic systems are inherently inefficient, 
therefore overlooking opportunities for energy savings. In addition, some manufacturers of  
industrial equipment and robots tend to focus on ensuring the pneumatic systems  
perform their intended functions, and in the process neglect efforts to reduce operating costs.  
Fortunately, there are ways to improve the energy efficiency of pneumatic systems using  
tactics that range from better engineering decisions in the design stage, to adjustments and 
maintenance on existing systems. And by optimizing these systems, companies can reduce 
their compressed-air energy consumption by anywhere from 20 to 35%.

Minimize Leaks
Leaks are common and expensive in pneumatics systems. Statistics from the U. S. Department 
of Energy show the average manufacturing plant loses 30 to 35% of its compressed air due to 
leakage. The good news is many leaks can be prevented or repaired.

Of the many points between the compressor and the load where leaks occur, valves and seals 
are two main areas for improvement. Deteriorated seals should be the first area to examine and 
remedy. Environmental conditions, such as temperature, moisture content and lubrication, all 
contribute to the leakage rate of a seal. Pneumatic systems in areas with high contamination risk 
can benefit significantly from an investment in resilient seals like Viton, Teflon or polyurethane.

Another consideration with leakage is proper valve selection. Selecting the best valve for the 
job can prevent unnecessary leakage and unnecessary cost. Certain valve designs, such as 
lapped-spool valves with metal seals, have inherent internal leakage that is constant while air 
is supplied to the valve. Nonetheless, it’s important to note that lapped spool and metal sleeve 
valve air consumption doesn’t vary during operation. On the other hand, installing valves with 
soft seals can significantly lower leakage on the front end, but a soft seal produces hundreds of 
times more leakage than the lapped spool-and-sleeve valve during an open crossover when 
the valve shifts. In this case, it is important to look at total air leakage over the whole operation 
being performed in order to determine which type of valve will optimize the energy usage.

Compressor Enhancements
After fixing leaks, compressors are the next 
biggest area for improvement. U.S. Dept. of 
Energy reported that manufacturers spend 
over $5 billion each year on energy for 
compressed air systems. This shouldn’t be 
surprising since they form the backbone 
of the pneumatic system. Manufacturers 
that optimize their compressed air supply 
systems have seen significant reductions 
in their energy consumption. Detailing 
the methods for increasing compressor  
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efficiency is beyond the scope of this chapter. However, the Dept. of Energy offers guide-
lines for determining the cost of compressed air in a plant, as well as tips on how to reduce  
compressor energy usage.

Optimizing Pressure
As compressed air flows through typical circuits, air pressure drops due to changes in demand,  
line and valve-flow resistance, and other factors. But many of these losses are simply because 
the distance between the compressor or supply point and the actuator is longer than necessary.  
Designs that use the shortest tubing possible can reduce energy consumption as well as cycle 
times. Typically, tubing between control valves and cylinders should be less than 10-ft long.  
Longer lengths require more pressure so that force, speed, and positioning capabilities aren’t 
compromised.

Another way to eliminate unnecessary consumption is ensuring actuators use only the pres-
sure needed to perform a task. Sometimes, operators on the plant floor increase supply pres-
sure in the belief that it improves performance. However, all this does is waste energy and 
money. Installing sensors that monitor pressure, and pressure regulators that maintain correct 
settings, can keep pressure within the minimum and maximum parameters. Many engineers 
also design systems that deliver more pressure than needed to the actuator. Regulators that 
control pressure to individual pneumatic cylinders will increase energy efficiency, in many in-
stances generating savings of up to 40%.

Regulate the Return Stroke
Another way to conserve energy is by supplying the correct pressure for an actuator’s return 
stroke. Most applications only move a load in one direction. However, many machines ineffi-
ciently use the same pressure for both the working and return strokes.
For example, a material-handling system that pushes boxes from one conveyor to another 
needs high cylinder force only in one direction. The working stroke may demand 100 psi to 
move a box, but the low-force return stroke only requires 10 psi. Using the same pressure 
in both directions wastes energy. Reducing the pressure on the return stroke saves 90% of 
the volume of compressed air. Because that conserves compressed air, a lot of energy is 
saved over the thousands of cycles that the action is performed. And regulating air pressure 

not only saves energy, it also minimizes wear on the pneumatic and related components.  
By reducing pressure for the extract stroke to only what is needed, the machine is not  
subjected to unnecessary vibrations and shock.

Another option for improving efficiency in processes with shorter strokes is to use a spring 
return actuator. The control valve in a spring return actuator ports the pressure (using the com-
pressed air) for the working part of the stroke, and then exhausts the air. For the return stroke, 
the spring—or sometimes merely the weight of the mechanism—takes the cylinder back to 
the starting position.

A typical case where single-acting, spring-return cylinders can reduce energy demand involves 
presses. In this type of application, a cylinder pushes two items together such as a bearing into 
a housing, or a plug into a hole. The job demands a significant amount of force to press the 
parts together, but only a small amount to retract. This makes it a good candidate for energy 
savings by eliminating the return-stroke air consumption completely since the spring return 
can provide the force needed for retraction.

Proper Sizing
It’s important to take the time upfront to  
correctly size the pneumatic system’s compo-
nents because each component’s size affects 
other parts of the system. Buying smaller con-
trol valves may save money on the purchase 
price, but they will be more expensive over 
time. Smaller control valves will require the air 
compressor to work harder simply to get the 
proper pressure to the actuators, creating a 
long-term demand for more energy.

Another common problem comes from oversizing the cylinders more than necessary. Some 
oversizing is necessary to compensate for pressure fluctuations and air losses; however,  
components that are far too large account for one of the biggest energy losses in a pneumatics system.
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For instance, a 3-inch cylinder requires more than double the volume of air of a 2-inch cylinder. 
However, this much extra capacity may not be needed. To avoid grossly oversizing, it’s import-
ant to remember most loads and speeds require only 25% additional capacity to ensure correct 
operation. By selecting the right amount of oversizing, cylinder efficiency can be improved 
by as much as 15%. When factoring in the number of cylinders that will operate thousands of 
times over their life span, the savings from right sizing becomes significant.
To assist with the many calculations and considerations that go into properly sizing compo-
nents—such as if the load is rolled or lifted—there are software packages, online calculators, 
and even an iPhone app that can assist with component sizing. By spending a little more time 
understanding the system’s true requirements, the savings can be substantial.

Hit the ‘OFF’ Switch
Shutting down a machine when it’s not working 
seems like an obvious way to save energy. While 
some elements of a system, such as air bearings, can 
require pressure even when the machine is off, the 
required compressed airflow is usually much less 
than that needed during normal operations. How-
ever, many installations have no automatic way to 
reduce or stop airflow to idle machines. Reduced 
staffing often means that manufacturers can no lon-
ger send maintenance workers to manually turn off 
air to specific machines. Or sometimes workers don’t 
understand that an idle machine requiring pressure 
only needs a fraction of the pressure required during 
operation. These facilities can benefit from an auto-
matic air reduction control package to lower the air 
pressure to necessary levels when the machine isn’t 
working. Typically, the cost of these devices is recov-
ered within a few months.

Save Energy, Save Money
In the past, businesses were mainly concerned only with their pneumatic systems performing 
their job correctly. Little thought was put into correctly sizing components and making sure 
that only the pressure required was used. However, today’s businesses can’t afford to waste en-
ergy in any area of the plant. The good news is that with some time dedicated to determining 
the actual requirements of the pneumatic system and selecting the right components, plants 
can expect improvements in both energy efficiency and productivity.

 A complete pneumatics  
in-depth site is available at:

http://www.pneumatic.com/

(Proper sizing cont.)
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PedroM in  
EL PASO, TX  
wrote:
“Items have a high quality/value 
rate, technical documentation 
and software are 100% available 
in the WEB page, because  
of this, most of the times,  
direct technical support is  
not required.”

Robert in  
QUALITY, KY 
wrote:
“I have never had a problem 
with any of ADC’s products. 
The price and availability 
of their product line is not 
matched anywhere that I have 
found. Their PLC line as well as 
other automation products are 
on a par with anything I have 
found on the market in the 
same price range and provide 
a cost effective alternative to 
the old industry standards that 
are much more expensive. The 
only reason I go anywhere else 
is if they don’t have the specific 
item I am looking for , and that 
is a very rare occurrence.”

www.AutomationDirect.com

GO!

GO! GO!

http://go2adc.com/vids
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If it’s in your cabinet . . .
. . . it’s online at AutomationDirect.com

• Productivity1000 micro-modular PLCs

• Productivity2000 micro-modular PLCs

• Productivity3000 modular PLCs

• Do-more BRX, H2 and T1H  series PLCs

• CLICK micro brick PLCs

• Numerous I/O expansion modules  
available including discrete, analog,  
temperature and high-speed  
(depending on model)

• Think & Do PC control software

• DirectLOGIC components still available 
for maintaining legacy systems.

• C-more operator interface HMI touch 
panels in various sizes up to 15 inches 
with widescreen options available

• C-more Micro-graphic text and touch 
panels  
 - 3, 4, and 6-inch models available 
starting at only $98

• ViewMarq LED message displays

• ATLAS industrial monitors

Distributed I/O with 
Modbus TCP, EtherNet/IP, 
Modbus RTU, DeviceNET 
and Profibus support

 

CPU and I/O
Comparison

Allen-Bradley
CompactLogix

*C0-08NA used in conjunction with eight AC inputs on CPU gives the 16 points needed
All prices are U.S. published prices. AutomationDirect prices as of  6/20/2018.  Allen-Bradley prices taken from www.radwell.comradwell.com 7/15/2018. 

Power Supply

8 Relay Outputs

16 AC Inputs

Total System
Price

Base (if required)

16 24VDC Inputs

CPU

8 Analog Input
Channels (mA)

AutomationDirect 
CLICK

N/A
N/A

$45.00
C0-16ND3

$39.00
C0-01AC                    

$40.00
C0-08TR

$139.00 
C0-10ARE-D (Ethernet built in) 

$89.00 x 2
(2) C0-04AD-1 

$40.00
C0-08NA (8-point AC Input)*

$421.00

AutomationDirect 
Do-more! (BRX)

AutomationDirect 
Productivity2000

N/A
N/A

$129.00
1769-IQ16

$289.00
1769-PA4

$162.47
1769-OW8I

$902.00 
1768-L45 (Serial port only)

$428.14 
1769-IF8

$215.56 
1769-IA16

$2,126.17 

$69.00
P2-04B

$69.00
P2-16NE3

$69.00
P2-01AC                    

$51.00
P2-08TRS

$255.00 
P2-550 (Ethernet built in)

$199.00 
P2-08AD-1

$105.00
P2-16NA

$817.00

N/A
N/A                  

$0.00
Included with CPU

N/A
N/A                

$0.00
Included with CPU

$489.00 
BX-DM1E-36ER3 (Ethernet built in) 

$187.00 
BX-08AD-1

$60.00
BX-16NA

$556.00
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Voted #1 mid-size company  
to work for in Atlanta: 
www.automationdirect.com/workplace

What our current customers think: 
www.automationdirect.com/reviews

Process
Software

AC and DC Drives

Motors and
Motor Controls

GO!

GO!

• DURApulse variable frequency  
AC drives up to 300 hp

• IronHorse DC drives up to 3 hp

• Cost-effective GS series VFDs up to 10 hp

• Drive accessories

• Soft starters up to 480A

• Free PLC programming 
software  (download)

• System configuration

• Free motion control   
software  (download)

• OPC server software

• Free Micro HMI   
programming  
software (download)

• Temperature  
controllers

• Digital panel meters

• Temperature sensors 
and transmitters

• Pressure sensors and gauges

• Level sensors and controllers

• Flow sensors

• Signal conditioners

• Pipeline valves

• Current to pneumatic (I/P) 
transducers

• Timer relays, counters  
 and tachometers

• IronHorse general purpose 
AC motors  up to 300 hp

• Stainless steel AC motors

• DC motors up to 2 hp

• Marathon inverter duty AC 
motors up to 100 hp

• Compressor duty AC motors 
up to 5 hp

• Motor controls and  
contactors up to 300 hp
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Kelsey in  
WYOMISSING, PA 
wrote:
“We’ve been using Automation 
Direct for years and will con-
tinue to do so. Good selection 
of products and customer ser-
vice. Quick shipping, never have 
any problems. A++ service”

Power Transmission

Relays & Timers

Tools

Safety

Chuck in  
GREENWOOD, SC 
wrote:
“I have built several pieces 
of equipment using products 
from Automation Direct. I 
have always been satisfied with 
the product selection, deliv-
ery times, and the customer 
support. Automation Direct is 
the first place I look when I am 
looking for components.”

• Worm gearboxes

• Helical gearboxes 

• Precision gearboxes

• Shaft mount gearboxes

• Timing belts and pulleys 

• Couplings and bushings

• Shafting and shaft supports

• igus polymer bearings 

• Magnetic safety switches

• Magnetic coded safety switches

• RFID coded safety switches

• Light curtains

• Safety relays 

• Trapped key interlocks  

• Safety mats and edges

• Electro-mechanical relays

• Solid state relays

• Relay sockets  
and accessories

• Timer relays

• Counters

• Tachometers

• Motor control relays

• Force guided relays

• Wera screwdrivers  
and torque tools

• Wera wrenches, ratchets  
and sockets

• Knipex pliers, stripping  
and crimping tools

• Cable tie tools

• Hole cutting tools

• RUKO grinders and burrs

• SapiSelco wire ties
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Sensors

Motion Control

Jason in PARAGOULD, AR wrote:
“Automation Direct is my #1 source for all of my companies automation 
needs. You just simply can’t beat their cost and quality! Pair that with 
excellent customer service and it makes an unbeatable combination.  
Way to go Automation Direct!”

• Electro-mechanical relays

• Solid state relays

• Relay sockets  
and accessories

• Timer relays

• Counters

• Tachometers

• Motor control relays

• Force guided relays

• SureStep drives and 
NEMA motors

• SureServo drives  
and motors, up to 3kW

• Encoders

• Linear slides  

• Stepper and  
servo gearboxes

• Proximity sensors

• Photoelectric sensors

• Limit switches

• Precision limit 
switches

• NEMA limit switches

• Laser sensors

• Color and contrast 
sensors

• Area sensors

• Encoders

• Current and  
voltage sensors

• Pressure sensors 
and gauges

• Temperature sensors,  
switches,  transmit-
ters and thermom-
eters

• Liquid level  
sensors

• Flow sensors

• Ultrasonic  
sensors

• Fork sensors

Servo 
Systems

AutomationDirect 
Price/Part Number

Allen-Bradley
Price/Part Number

All prices are U.S. list prices,  AutomationDirect prices as of 6/20/2018.
The Allen-Bradley 100W system consists of part numbers shown in table above with prices from 

www.wernerelectric.com, www.todaycomponents.com 7/15/2018.

100W Servo Motor
with connectorized Leads

10’ Motor
Feedback Cable

10’ Motor
Power Cable

Configuration Software

Digital Servo Drive

Breakout Board Kit for
CN1 Control Interface

$488.00
SVA-2040

$325.00
SVL-201

$79.00
ZL-SVC-CBL50 + 
ZL-RTB50

$52.00
SVC-EFL-010

$31.00
SVC-PFL-010

FREE
SV-PRO*

$1,410.00
2098-DSD-005

$591.00
TLY-A130T-HK62AA

$276.00
2090-U3BK-D4401

$92.70
2090-CFBM6DF-CBAA03

$104.00
2090-CPBM6DF-16AA03

$84.60
2098-UWCPRG

*SureServo Pro software is FREE when downloaded and is also available for $9.00 on a CD

Complete 1-axis 100W System $975.00 $2,558.30

www.AutomationDirect.com 1-800-633-0405



Pneumatics

Power Products

Pushbuttons,  
Switches and Lights

Communications

• Killark hazardous location control stations

• IDEM emergency stops

• Fuji, Schmersal and Eaton metal/ 
plastic 22 and 30mm pilot devices

• IP69K-rated selector switches, pilot devices 
and pushbuttons from Schmersal

• WERMA audible devices and visual signals

• WERMA and Patlite  stacklights

• Foot switches

• IP69K-rated selector switches, pilot devices 
and pushbuttons from Schmersal

• Industrial managed and  
unmanaged Ethernet  switches

• Modbus gateways

• Network adapters/ converters

• Ethernet cables

• VPN routers and cloud services 
for secure remote access

• Power over Ethernet (PoE) 
switches

• Tubing, hose and fittings  
in a wide variety of  
configurations

• Air cylinders and position 
switches

• Solenoid valves

• Modular solenoid valves  
(Ethernet or hardwired)

• Air preparation and air relief 
valves 

• Push button valves 

• Total Air Prep (TAP)   
all-in-one units

• Rotary actuators  
and grippers

• Pressure switches, transmit-
ters, and transducers

• Regulators

• Solenoid valves

• Hand valves

• Check valves

• Push-to-connect water 
fittings

• Lead-free brass fittings

• Tubing

• Hose

• Hose clamps

Water (Potable) Components

• Acme, Hammond and Jefferson 
Electric transformers

• Rhino DC power supplies and 
converters

• Mersen surge protectors

• Roxburgh and Eaton line filters and 
surge protectors

• Roxburgh power outlets

• ACME encapsulated transformers

• Edison power distribution blocks

• Bryant electrical plugs, connectors 
and receptacles, and other wiring 
devices

• AcuAmp AC current transformers

www.AutomationDirect.com 1-800-633-0405



Terminal Blocks 
and Wiring

Enclosures

Circuit Protection

Paul in  
TWINSBURG, OH 
wrote:
“I have received many ecommerce 
products and this company is my 
favorite. Web site is quick and 
easy to navigate, on-time delivery 
and great schematic details and 
don’t forget competitive prices.  
All around *Five Star*”

• Eaton UL 489 miniature  
circuit breakers

• Fuji UL 489 molded case  
circuit breakers

• Eaton UL1077  
supplementary protectors

• Edison fuses, fuse holders 
and fuse blocks

• Socomec, Gladiator and 
Bryant disconnect switches

• Bryant UL 508 manual 
motor controllers

• Over 2,400 NEMA rated  
enclosures to choose from 

• NEMA rated metallic and  
non-metallic  enclosures  
from Hubbell-Wiegmann

• NEMA rated stainless steel,  
aluminum, carbon steel  
and fiberglass Hubbell- 
Wiegmann enclosures

• NEMA rated polycarbonate  
enclosures from Integra

• Custom cut-out  
enclosures

• Heating, cooling and  
climate control

• Lighting 

• Electrical hook-up wire / 
building wire

• Multi-conductor control, 
instrumentation and com-
munication cable

• Flexing Cat5e Ethernet 
cables

• Flexing multi-conductor  
control cable

• Variable Frequency Drive 
(VFD) Cable

• Konnect-It and DINnectors 
terminal block  systems

• Edison power 
distribution blocks 

• Bryant power wiring 
devices

• Wire duct and tubing

• Wire end connectors 
cable glands, connectors 
and fittings

• ZIPport connectors

• Portable cord

• Multi-wire connectors

• Sensor cables

• General, latching,  
UV resistant, releasable, 
mounting head,  
identification, and  metal- 
detectable cable ties

All of our cable is 
now available  
cut to your specified 
length so you  
can eliminate waste 
and purchase  
only what you need -  
plus it’s cut  
and shipped  
the same day!

Enclosures
AutomationDirect 

Hubbell/Wiegmann
Price/Part Number

Hoffman
Price/Part Number

*All prices are U.S. published prices.  AutomationDirect prices as of 6/20/2018. Hoffman prices are taken from  www.alliedelec.com  7/16/2018.  
Prices may vary by dealer.  Many other part numbers are available from all vendors. 

NEMA 12 wall mount 
20 x 16  x 08”

NEMA 1 wall mount 
24  x 24  x 08”

NEMA 12 free-standing 
mount 60 x 60 x12”

NEMA 4/12 wall mount 
36 x 24 x 08”

NEMA 4X wall mount 
20 x 20 x 06”

NEMA 4 wall mount 
20 x 20 x 06”

$188.00
N1C242408LP 

$253.00
N12201608 

$1,495.00
N12606012 

$328.00
N4202006 

$784.00
SSN4202006 

$327.00
N412362408C

$335.24
A-24N24BLP 

$459.11
A-201608LP 

$2,771.49
A-606012LP 

$587.02
A-20H20ALP 

$1,398.19
A-20H2006SSLP 

$587.80
C-SD36248 

www.AutomationDirect.com 1-800-633-0405



Our campus is located about 45 minutes north of Atlanta, GA, USA. 
We’re all here -  our sales and technical support teams, purchasing,  
accounting, and of course our huge warehouses and speedy logistics team. 

AutomationDirect.com HQ and warehouses

AutomationDirect.com  
Engineering, Development and Research

www.AutomationDirect.com 1-800-633-0405

AutomationDirect.com has been a leader in providing affordable,  
quality industrial control products to the U.S. and Canada for more 
than two decades. 

As a privately-held efficiently run company, we take pride in serving 
our customers the way they want to be served - honestly and fairly.  
We do everything we can to accomplish this day in and day out. 

• Honest up-front pricing (no gimmicks)
• Quick delivery - order today, it ships fast!
• FREE tech support  - independently rated

tops in service for 15 years
• FREE shipping on orders over $49

AutomationDirect
3505 Hutchinson Rd
Cumming GA 30040

www.AutomationDirect.com 1-800-633-0405
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